Continuous-time Markov chains are commonly used for dependability modeling of repairable fault-tolerant computer systems. Realistic models of non-trivial fault-tolerant systems often have very large state spaces. An attractive approach for dealing with the largeness problem is the use of pruning methods with error bounds. Several such methods for computing steady-state availability bounds have been proposed recently. This paper presents a new method which exploits the failure distance concept to bound more efficiently the behavior in the non-generated state space. It is proved that the bounding method gives tighter bounds than previous methods. Numerical analysis shows that the new bounds can be significantly tighter.
Introduction
Modeling plays an important role in the design, analysis and management of fault-tolerant computer systems. These systems are characterized by their stochastic behavior and, accordingly, probabilistic measures are used for their quantitative assessment. Many systems are seen by their users as simply providing service or not. For these systems, dependability measures such as the steady-state availability and reliability are appropriate. The steady-state availability is a useful measure for repairable systems when the long-term behavior is of interest. In some cases, this measure can be computed using combinatorial techniques [1] or closed-product solution queueing networks [14] . However, in general, the dependencies introduced by lack of coverage, failure propagation, operational configurations and maintenance are such that general-purpose, state-level model solution techniques are required. Continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs) are often used to analyze the steady-state availability of systems with these dependencies and a number of tools for the specification and solution of CTMCs have been developed [2, 6, 9, 13, 15, 22, 25, 27] .
The use of CTMC models is hampered by the generally exponential growth of the number of states with the structural complexity of the system. The "largeness" problem has been attacked from three directions 1 : (a) hierarchical model solution [25, 29] , (b) state lumping techniques [8, 13, 18] , and (c) bounding methods. Hierarchical model solution is possible when the components exhibit independent behavior or have restricted dependencies. State lumping requires the presence of symmetries in the modeled system. Bounding methods compute bounds using detailed knowledge of the model in a subset of generated states G and bounding somehow the behavior in the nongenerated state space U . The first such method was developed by Muntz et al. [23] using results from [11, 12] . In the method described in [23] the subset G includes all states with up to K failed components and the behavior in U is bounded by a submodel in which each state represents the subset U k of U including the states with a given number of failed components k. The bounding submodel includes "forward" transitions upper bounding failure rates and "backward" transitions lower bounding repair rates. A model has to be solved for each "return" state (state of G with exactly K failed components). In order to reduce the computational cost, a state cloning technique is proposed in [23] which modifies the return subset so that it includes the states with F < K failed components. The state cloning technique introduces some looseness in the bounds. Lui and Muntz [20] proposed a refinement of the method for the particular case F = 0 by including a reuse technique which, at the price of an additional looseness in the bounds, avoids a complete reapplication of the method each time K is incremented in the search for the desired accuracy. The additional looseness was reduced in another paper from the same authors [21] . Souza e Silva and Ochoa [26] developed state space exploration techniques in which G is generated incrementally following heuristics which try to obtain the tightest possible bounds for a given number of generated states. More recently [5] two algorithms have been proposed which obtain the bounds of the method described in [23] without state cloning, solving |W | + 2 and 4 linear systems, where W is the subset of integers k such that G has transitions to U k . This paper describes a new method to compute bounds for steady-state availability. The method exploits the failure distance concept to bound more efficiently the behavior in U and, thus, obtain tighter bounds. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 establishes basic results which: (1) are needed to justify the method, and (2) provide a basis for comparison with the method described in [23] . The bounding method and more specific theoretical developments associated with it are given in Section 3. Section 4 includes implementation details and a summary algorithmic description of the bounding method. In Section 5 we show that the new method achieves bounds which are guaranteed not to be looser than the bounds given by the method described in [23] and compare the computational costs of the new method with the second algorithm given in [5] . Section 6 illustrates the performance of the method using large examples. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Preliminaries
We consider models of repairable fault-tolerant systems made up of components which fail and are repaired. Components are grouped in classes, the components of the same class being indistinguishable. Thus, collections of components will be bags. The fault-tolerant system is assumed operational/down as determined by a coherent structure function [1] made up of atoms c[n], which evaluate to true when n instances of component class c are unfailed, connected by logical AND, OR operators. The structure function evaluates to true when the system is operational. In first instance, we will assume all minimal cuts of the structure function, i.e. all minimal bags of components whose failure implies the failure of the system, to be known. We will also show that the bounding method can be easily adapted to cover the case in which only the minimal cuts with up to a given cardinality M are known. A fault-tree whose top event indicates the failure of the system can be easily constructed from the coherent structure function by exchanging the operators AND, OR and substituting the atoms c[inst(c) − n] for c [n] , where inst(c) denotes the number of instances of component class c and the new atoms c[n ′ ] evaluate to true when at least n ′ instances of component class c are failed. Efficient existing procedures to compute minimal cuts [19, 24] are easily generalized to deal with bags of events (component failures). We have developed an efficient algorithm [7] for that task. The state of the system is modified by failure and repair events which occur at constant rates, which may depend on the state of the system. Repair events are assumed to involve only one component. Failure events may involve an arbitrary number of components. We will call failure bag any bag of components which may fail simultaneously (in a single transition). E denotes the set of failure bags of the model, FC the set of different cardinalities of the failure bags of the model, and E i , i ∈ FC the set of failure bags with cardinality i. We will assume known: (1) all failure bags of the model, (2) for each failure bag e, an upper bound λ ub (e) for the rate with which the components of e fail simultaneously, and (3) lower bounds g(k) > 0, k > 0 for the repair rate from any state with k failed components. It will also be assumed that efficient procedures exist for: (1) determining the bag of failed components F (x) in a given state x and (2) determining the failure bag associated with a failure transition. Finally, we assume that there is a single state o with no failed components. Figure 1 : Structure of the CTMC models with the state cloning technique applied.
The class of models just described is quite large and encompasses, for instance, all the models of repairable systems which can be specified by the SAVE modeling language [15] .
Let X = {X(t); t ≥ 0} be the finite irreducible CTMC modeling the system and let Ω be the state space of X. As in previous methods, bounds for the steady-state availability are computed using detailed knowledge of X in a subset G (the generated states) and bounding the behavior of X in U = Ω−G. We will include in G all the states of the model with up to a given number K of failed components. We will also adopt the state cloning technique proposed in [23] . The technique can be explained as a modification of X in which clones of the states with a number of failed components > F and ≤ K are added to U , accounting for the visits to the corresponding states of G after the number of failed components has been made greater than K and before it has fallen below F + 1. Let S be the "return" subset, i.e. the subset of G including the states through which the model can jump from U to G. We will consider in U the partition ∪ F +1≤k≤N ′ U k , U k = {states with k failed components}, where N ′ ≤ N , N being the number of components of the system modeled by X. The single component repair transition hypothesis implies the absence of transitions from U k to U l , l < k − 1 and from U k to G, k > F + 1. Fig. 1 illustrates the structure of X.
Throughout the paper we will denote by λ ij , i, j ∈ Ω the transition rate from state i to state j, by λ i = j∈Ω λ ij , i ∈ Ω the output rate of state i, and by λ iC = j∈C λ ij , i ∈ Ω, C ⊂ Ω the transition rate from i to subset C, all referred to X unless otherwise stated. We will also consider a number of transient CTMCs Y . Each such CTMC Y has a state space of the form B ∪ {a}, where all states in B are transient and a is an absorbing state, and has a well-defined initial probability distribution with P [Y (0) ∈ B] = 1. We will denote by
. We will also use the notation τ (C, Y ) = i∈C τ (i, Y ). It is well-known (see, for instance, [3] ) that the mean times to absorption vector τ = (τ (i, Y )) i∈B is the solution of the linear system τ T A = −q T , where A is the restriction of the transition rate matrix of Y to B and q = (P [Y (0) = i]) i∈B . The expected number of times that a transition (i, j) with rate λ ij is followed is µ ij = τ (i, Y )λ ij . The result follows easily:
It can be similarly shown that, given a partition B ∪ B c of the state space of X and assuming X(0) ∈ B, the probability that X enters B c through a state j ∈ B c is i∈B ′ τ (i, Y B )λ ij , where Y B is the transient CTMC tracking X till the exit of B (Y B has state space B ′ ∪ {a}, where a is an absorbing state and B ′ is the subset of B including all states reachable before exit from B from states with non-null initial probability, the same initial probability distribution and transition rates among states in B ′ as X, and transition
Since the steady-state availability A is typically very close to 1, it is more convenient to consider the complementary steady-state unavailability measure UA = 1 − A. With D denoting the subset of down states of X and p = (p i ) i∈Ω the steady-state probability vector of X, UA is given by:
Let X s , s ∈ S be the CTMC obtained from X by redirecting to state s the transitions from states in U to S. Consider now the regenerative behavior of x s with X s (0) = s (X s may be in general non-irreducible) defined by the times at which X s hits s from U . Let T s and C s be, respectively, the expected duration of a regenerative cycle and the expected down time between recurrences. Using semi-regenerative Markov process theory [10, Section 10.6] we have
Let UA s be the steady-state unavailability computed from X s with X s (0) = s. Regenerative process theory gives UA s = C s /T s . We have
Proof. The result follows easily from Theorem 1 considering that UA s = C s /T s .
Denoting by C G,s and C U,s the contributions of, respectively, the states in G and the states in U to C s , and by T G,s and T U,s the contributions to T s , we have:
Assume that upper bounds [T U,s ] ub and [C U,s ] ub for, respectively, T U,s and C U,s are available. Let
Then, we have: (2) .
Proof. The proof of the lower bound is easy:
To prove the upper bound, let g(
(the state o is operational and, since there is a path to o from any state in G, o is visited with non-null probability). Then, using C U,s ≤ T U,s : 
[UA] ub = max
T G,s and C G,s can be expressed in terms of the mean times to absorption vector of the transient CTMC Y s G with initial state s tracking X from s till exit from G:
The derivation of [T U,s ] ub and [C U,s ] ub is more elaborate and is described and justified in the next section. This section ends with a result for transient CTMCs which is closely related to a similar result for irreducible DTMCs given in [11] . The result is used in the next section to justify the bounds [T U,s ] ub and [C U,s ] ub .
Theorem 3 (Exact aggregation for transient CTMCs)
. Let Y = {Y (t); t ≥ 0} be a transient CTMC with state space B ∪ {a}, where all states in B are transient and a is an absorbing state, transition rates λ ij , i ∈ B, j ∈ B ∪ {a}, i = j, and initial probability distribution
Proof. See Appendix A. 
[T U,s ] ub , s ∈ S is obtained using "bounding" transient CTMCs Y u k with initial state u k and the state transition diagram of Fig. 2(b) , where for each state u l and each i ∈ FC, l + i ≤ N , there is a transition with rate f i from u l to u l+i . s tracking X from s till exit from G. Noting that i∈G τ (i, Y s G )λ ij is the probability that X with initial state s ∈ S will enter U through state j, we have
Let T (k) be the mean time to absorption of Y u k . We will show that T U,s is upper bounded by
where
is the probability that X with initial state s ∈ S will enter U through subset U k . The proof requires the following lemma, closely related to the mean holding time lemma proved in [23] . Our version is required to prove Theorem 6. Fig. 2(a) and initial probability distribution Fig. 2(b) and initial probability distribution
We will use as a basic tool the balance equation for a subset of states of a transient CTMC, which establishes that the initial probability of the subset plus the expected number of entries must be equal to the final probability of the subset plus the expected number of exits. The states u i of Y and Y ′ are transient and, therefore, have final probabilities equal to 0.
The balance equation applied to Y ′ and the subset {u F +1 , u F +2 , . . . , u N ′ } gives:
The balance equation applied to Y ′ and the subset {u
which, using (11) and
Eqs. (12) and (13) define a recursive solution for
The result is proved inductively for k = F + 1, . . . , N ′ . Since g(F + 1) ≤ g ′ (F + 1), using (14) and (12):
, and (13):
ub is given by (9) and (10) .
Proof. Let l ∈ U k and consider the exact aggregation
k is the subset of U k including the states reachable from l before exit from U and 
The transition rates λ i,U k+j , i ∈ U l k result from contributions associated with failure bags involving j components and, therefore, are upper bounded by f j . The transition rates λ i,U k−1 , i ∈ U l k , F + 1 < k ≤ N ′ l are associated with repairs and, therefore, are lower bounded by g(k). Similarly, λ i,S , i ∈ U l F +1 is lower bounded by g(F + 1). Using
) and the lemma:
Grouping in (8) the contributions of the states j ∈ U according to the subsets U k and using (16) :
Bounds
The bounds [C U,s ] ub are computed using the failure distance concept. Let x be any state of X. Then, the failure distance from x, d(x), is defined as the minimum number of components which have to fail in addition to those already failed in x to take the system down. Since a state y is down if and only if m ⊂ F (y) for some m ∈ MC, d(x) can be computed as
where |b| denotes the cardinality of bag b.
be the subset of U including the states with k failed components and failure distance d. The pairs (k, d) for which U k,d might be = ∅ are constrained by:
The constraints d ≥ 0 and d ≤ L are obvious. The constraint d ≥ L − k results from the fact that in any state x with k failed components, at most k components are failed in any minimal cut
results from the fact that in any state with k failed components there are N − k unfailed components and, therefore, at most N − k components are unfailed in any minimal cut. In the following we will call R the region of (k, d) pairs for which U k,d might be = ∅, as defined by the previous set of inequalities. R can have two shapes, illustrated in Fig. 3 , depending on the values of F and L.
Let C i U be the mean down time to absorption of Y i U . Noting that i∈G τ (i, Y s G )λ ij is the probability that X with initial state s will enter U through state j, C U,s can be expressed as
be the probability that X with initial state s ∈ S will enter U through subset U k,d . Let
We have: (20) and (19) .
Proof. Grouping in (18) the contributions of the states j ∈ U according to the subsets U k,d :
The bounds C(k, d) are computed using an iterative procedure which starts with C(k, d) = C(k), where C(k) upper bounds C i U , i ∈ U k , and improves the bounds using potentially better bounds C ′ (k, d) until no further significant improvement is achieved.
The bounds C(k) are
where Y u k is the transient CTMC with state transition diagram of Fig. 2 (b) and initial state u k .
Proof. The failure distance from a state with i failed components is ≥ L − i. Then, 
including the states reachable from j before exiting U :
for the total failure rate involving i components from any state with k failed components and failure distance d to states with failure distance ≤ r (the constraints i ≤ N − k and Fig. 3 ; the constraints r ≥ d − i and r ≤ d result from the fact that such a failure transition can neither increase the failure distance nor reduce it by more than i). The upper bounds
where I(c) denotes the indicator function, returning 1 if c is true and 0 if c is false, and: 
The algorithm to compute the bounds C(k, d) is given in Fig. 4 . The parameter tol is a tolerance factor which determines when the improvement is sufficiently small for the iterative process to stop.
We prove next that the values C(k, d) returned by the iterative improvement algorithm upper bound
The proof is done in a sequence of three propositions and a theorem, and depends on the fact that the bounds C(k, d) are improved grouped by k.
U is equal to the mean time in l, if d = 0, plus the mean down time from the next visited state m, if m ∈ U . Since repair transitions involve just one component and, therefore, increase the failure distance by at most one:
where the factor
∈ R, and the limits for the indices i and j in the last term guarantee (k + i, d − j) ∈ R (see Fig. 3 ). It is taken into account that: (1) a failure transition involving i components cannot increase the failure distance and reduces the failure distance by at most i, and (2) the failure distance from the destination state m is ≥ 0. Noting that
Since λ l ≥ g(k), we have:
To bound T 2 , we consider first the case
Thus, in summary:
is the sum of the failure transition rates from l involving i components and leading to states with failure distance ≤ r. Thus,
. Using all these relationships and (23) and (24):
′ , and
Using (23) and (24) and making the index change r = d − j:
Similarly, for A(k, d + 1, i):
It is easy to verify that, for
Then, subtracting the expressions for A(k, d, i) and A(k, d + 1, i) and rearranging terms:
The assumed monotonic properties for F (k, d, i, r) and C(k, d) ensure that the two first terms are ≥ 0. Then, it is enough to prove that the sum of the three last terms, which will be called B(k, d, i),
Using (22):
with:
, Fig. 3 ). In case (1), 
)} are correct and decreasing on d.
Analysis of equations (22)- (24) reveals that the tighter the bounds F (k, d, i, r) are, the tighter the final bounds C(k, d) (and therefore [C U,s ] ub ) will be. Also, for the procedure to compute the bounds
A set of bounds F (k, d, i, r) satisfying these requirements which is relatively inexpensive to compute and is quite tight for small values of k can be derived using the concepts of importance and activity of failure bags. The importance Imp(e) of a failure bag e is defined as the minimum number of components which are left unfailed in any minimal cut affected by the failure bag. The activity Act(e) of a failure bag e is defined as the maximum number of components of the failure bag in any minimal cut. Formally:
Imp(e) = min
Act(e) = max m∈MC |m ∩ e| .
Consider , d(y) ) ∈ R, we have (see Fig. 3 
Also, for any e: Since d(y) ≤ min{d, N − k − i} for all failure bags e ∈ E i , the transition rate to states with failure distance ≤ min{d, N − k − i} due to failure bags with cardinality i is upper bounded by
Consider now an r with max{0, d − i} ≤ r < min{d, N − k − i}. If m ∩ e = ∅ for all m ∈ MC, e cannot reduce the failure distance. Assume m ∩ e = ∅ for some m ∈ MC, since d(y) is lowerbounded by min{d, Imp(e) − k} and d − Act(e), only failure bags e satisfying Imp(e) − k ≤ r and d − Act(e) ≤ r can lead to states with failure distance ≤ r. The transition rate to such states due to failure bags with cardinality i is upper bounded by
Imp(e)≤k+r Act(e)≥d−r
It is easy to check that the derived 
Direct computation of (5), (6), (9), (10), (19) and (20) , involves the computation of τ (i, Y s G ), i ∈ G, s ∈ S. This can be done by solving the |S| linear systems:
where τ s G = (τ (i, Y s G )) i∈G , A G is the restriction of the transition rate matrix of X to G, and e s is a vector with component associated to state s equal to 1 and all other components equal to 0. Clearly, this procedure is very expensive when |S| is large, as is the case when F > 0.
Consider the transient CTMC's Y s G with a reward rate structure v i , i ∈ G on them. The expected reward to absorption of Y s G , V s , can be expressed as:
[UA] lb and [UA] ub can be expressed in terms of them and C G,s as (29), (30):
Combining (5), (6), (9), (10), (19) and (20), we can write C G,s , C ′′ s , T ′ s , and T ′′ s in the form (31) with the reward rate structures v i , i ∈ G:
Then, we can adapt the second algorithm given in [5] 
and let the column vectors:
The systems to be solved are:
′′ and γ using:
The properties of the matrixB ensure the convergence of basic iterative methods (Gauss-Seidel and Jacobi) for the solution of the linear systems (34)-(38) (see [28] for the basic results and [5] for a detailed discussion). Experiments have shown that convergence under these methods is extremely fast [5] . Theoretical results explaining this fast convergence have also been obtained recently [17] .
Computation of failure distances
In order to obtain the transition rates λ i,U k,d , i ∈ G required by the method, it is necessary to compute the failure distances from the successors out of G of the states in the frontier of G. Since G includes all states with up to a given number of failed components, those successors will be reached through failure transitions. Let y be a successor of a state x in the frontier of G and let e be the failure bag causing the transition (x, y). The bag of failed components in y is F (x) + e and both F (x) and e are assumed to be known (see Section 3.1). Thus, we could compute d(y) using (17) as
However, such a procedure can be expensive if the number of minimal cuts is large. In this section we describe more sophisticated procedures which tend to be much less expensive when the number of minimal cuts is large.
We start by introducing the concept of after minimal cut. The after minimal cut associated with a minimal cut m and a failure bag e ∈ E is m ′ = m − e. Let AMC e be the set of after minimal cuts associated to failure bag e, i.e. AMC e = {m ′ | m ′ = m − e, m ∈ MC, m ∩ e = ∅}. Then, the failure distance from any state reached from x through a failure transition with failure bag e, ad(x, e), can be obtained as ad(x, e) = min{d(x), min
Thus, we can obtain ad(x, e), e ∈ E computing d(x) by (17) and using (44). In this way the total number of minimal or after minimal cuts which are "touched" to compute ad(x, e), e ∈ E is |MC| + e∈E |AMC e |, which is typically much smaller than the number of minimal cuts which would be touched (|E||MC|) if the failure distances from all the successor states were computed using (43). Further reduction in the number of minimal cut "touches" and the associated overhead can be obtained by examining only minimal cuts or after minimal cuts which may reduce a known upper bound for, respectively, d(x) or ad(x, e), e ∈ E. We assume that minimal cuts are indexed by their cardinality and selectors of up to a given cardinality R included in the minimal cut. The parameter R controls the degree of selection in the access to minimal cuts. Larger values of R yield fewer minimal cut "touches", but more potential selectors have to be tested. We have found R = 2 to be a good tradeoff in general. We assume the same indexing structure for the collection of after minimal cuts. We describe next two algorithms: the first one computes d(x); the second one computes ad(x, e), e ∈ E, assuming d(x) known.
The algorithm to compute d(x) initializes the upper bound for d(x), ub, to L = min m∈MC |m|. Since at most |F (x)| components can be failed in any minimal cut we only need to consider the minimal cuts m with cardinality satisfying |m| − |F (x)| < ub, i.e. |m| < ub + |F (x)|. The minimal cuts to be considered can be further restricted by noting that |m − F (x)| cannot be < ub unless m contains a selector p ⊂ F (x) and |m| − |p| < ub, i.e. |p| ≥ |m| − ub + 1. Thus, for each possible minimal cut cardinality c, we can restrict our attention to the minimal cuts of cardinality c containing selectors p ⊂ F (x) and |p| = min{R, c − ub + 1} = q. Possible selectors p ⊂ F (x) can be obtained by generating all bags of cardinality q included in F (x). Then, if the selectors are kept in a hash table or a similarly efficient structure, it is possible to test whether each possible selector p is in fact a selector and, with the appropriate data structures, visit all minimal cuts of cardinality c including p. The discussion justifies the algorithm given in Fig. 5 .
Assuming d(x) known, similar ideas can be used to reduce the number of after minimal cuts which have to be examined to obtain ad(x, e), e ∈ E. To reduce the overhead associated with the control of the algorithm, only an upper bound adub for all ad(x, e), e ∈ E is used. The after-failure distances ad(x, e) are initialized to min{d(x), L e }, where L e = min m∈AMCe |m|. The upper bound adub can be initialized to the maximum of the initial after-failure distances. d(x) and L e , e ∈ E are passed to the algorithm. The algorithm is given in Fig. 6. 
Computation of T (k) and C(k)
T (k) and C(k) can be computed from the mean time to absorption vector of Y u k using (16) and 
Algorithm Compute all ad(F (x), d(x), L e , ad(x, e)) for (each e ∈ E) ad(x, e) = min{d(x), L e }; adub = max e∈E {ad(x, e)}; for (increasing after minimal cut cardinality c while c < adub + |F (x)|){ q = min{R, max{1, c − adub + 1}}; for (each bag p of cardinality q included in F (x)) if (p is a selector of some after minimal cut of cardinality c) for (each after minimal cut m with |m| = c and p ⊂ m){ Let e be the failure bag associated to m; ad(x, e) = min{ad(x, e), |m − F (x)|}; } } Figure 6 : Algorithm to compute after failure distances.
where e u k is a vector with the component associated with state u k equal to 1 and all other components equal to 0. Thus, in principle, T (k), C(k), F + 1 ≤ k ≤ N could be computed solving N − F linear systems (45). A more efficient procedure can however be developed as follows. Let
be the output rate from state u k of the state transition diagram of Fig. 2(b) . Noting that T (k) is equal to the mean time in u k plus the mean time to absorption of Y u k ′ , with u k ′ being the next transient state visited, we obtain the equations:
According to (21) C(k) is the mean time in u k if k ≥ L plus C(k ′ ), with u k ′ being the next transient state visited. Then, using L ≤ N :
Using (47) and (48) it is possible to solve recursively T (k), F + 1 ≤ k < N , in T (N ), yielding:
Similarly, using (49) and (50) it is possible to solve recursively C(k), F + 1 ≤ k < N , in C(N ), yielding:
Then, it is enough to solve (45) for k = N , use (16) and (21) to compute, respectively, T (N ) and C(N ), use (51) and (52) to compute the remaining T (k)'s, and use (53) and (54) to compute the remaining C(k)'s.
(45) for k = N can be solved efficiently with direct methods exploiting the fact that, under the state ordering u F +1 , . . . , u N , A U has an upper Hessenberg structure and all components except the last one of e u N are 0 (the last component is 1). Defining
, the first N −F −1 equations (i.e. all except the last one) give a triangular system on ν i , F +2 ≤ i ≤ N which can be easily solved. Substituting then 
The solution procedure can be described as follows:
Algorithmic description
For the sake of clarity a summary algorithmic description of the bounding method is given in Fig. 7 . We make reference to the key equations obtained so far and the algorithms which improve iteratively the bounds C(k, d) and compute the distance and after-failure distances given in Figures. 4-6 . It should be noted that, since all states up to a given number K of failed components are generated, all transitions exiting the generated subset G are of the failure type. Thus, the distances to the successors out of G of states in G (required to compute α(i), i ∈ G and β(i), i ∈ G) can be obtained by combining the procedures Compute d() and Compute all ad() described in Section 4.1 as done in the algorithm. Also, we do not store explicitly the matrixB, since the elements of that matrix can be computed with little effort from the transition rates λ ij and the output rates λ i of X restricted to G.
for (e ∈ E) L e = min m∈AMCe |m|;
Compute T (N ) using (16); Compute λ(k), F + 1 ≤ k < N using (46); Compute T (k), k = N − 1, . . . , F + 1 using (51), (52); Compute C(N ) using (21); Compute C(k), k = N − 1, . . . , F + 1 using (53), (54); Compute Imp(e), Act(e), e ∈ E using (25), (26); (27), (28); (23), (24);
Generate the state transition diagram of X restricted to G (states with up to K failed components) starting from the state without failed components (state 1);
, L e , ad(i, e)); for (j ∈ Succ(i)){ Let e be the failure bag associated to transition (i, j); ...
Figure 8: State transition diagrams of the CTMCs X s used in the bounding method proposed in [22] .
Comparison
In this section we compare the tightness of the bounds and the computational requirements of the method described here with those of the second algorithm given in [5] , which obtains the same bounds as in [23] at a lower computational cost, especially for F > 0. We start by comparing the tightness of the bounds.
In the method proposed in [23] , bounds for UA are obtained using CTMCs X ′ s , s ∈ S with the state transition diagram shown in Fig. 8 . The portion of X ′ s bounding the behavior in U (states u F +1 , . . . , u N ) is identical to the state transition diagram of the transient CTMCs Y u k considered in our method (Fig. 2(b) ). Each X ′ s is associated to a possible return state s ∈ S. The bounds obtained in [23] are:
[UA]
[UA] Consider the regenerative behavior of X ′ s defined by the times at which X ′ s enters s from u F +1 . Notice that the bounding portion of X ′ s is entered once in each regenerative cycle and that the detailed portion (subset G) is entered through s. Given the relationships between X ′ s and Y s G , Y u k , it is clear that the mean time spent by X ′ s in the subset {u F +1 , . . . , u N } in each regenerative cycle is [T U,s ] ub . Then, using regenerative process theory:
Comparing (61) with (1) 
Proof. The algorithm Compute Cbounds() returns bounds C(k, d) which are ≤ C(k). Also, comparing (10) and (19) we have
Then, using (20) :
Comparing (16) and (21) we see that C(k) ≤ T (k) and C(k) < T (k) if F + 1 < L. Then, we have (9):
with strict inequality guaranteed if F + 1 < L. Then using (2) and (62):
The result follows considering (4) and (60).
Thus, the bounds given by the method proposed here are never worse than the bounds given by the method proposed in [23] and are guaranteed to be better when F + 1 < L. In practice, the bounds C(k, d) tend to be much smaller than C(k) for d > 0 and [UA] ub tends to be much closer to UA than [UA] ′ ub when U contains in its frontier a significant portion of operational states. In these circumstances, [UA] ′ ub tends to be much looser than [UA] ′ lb , and the interval for UA defined by the bounds obtained here tends to be significantly smaller than the interval defined by the bounds obtained in [23] . This will be confirmed in the next section by numerical experiments.
The computational requirements of the method proposed here and the second algorithm proposed in [5] are similar 2 . For models for which tight bounds can be obtained with a reasonable number of detailed states (of the order of tens of thousands), the value of N (number of components of the system) is moderate (up to 100). Also values of L (minimum number of components which have to fail for the system to go down) larger than 3 are rare. Then, the storage of the structures required to obtain the bounds C(k, d) (ignoring minimal cuts) is small. Further, this storage could be freed once the bounds T (k) and C(k, d) have been computed, except, of course, for the T (k)'s and C(k, d)'s corresponding to values of k of the states which may be in the frontier of G, and the number of such values is |FC| in the worst case. Regarding the rest of the algorithm, the method proposed here needs the storage of six vectors of size |G|: c, c ′′ , µ ′ , µ ′′ and ω and the Gauss-Seidel iteration vector (the respective solution vectorsC,C ′′ ,T ′ ,T ′′ and γ can rewrite the right-hand side vectors once they are computed, C G,s , s ∈ S can rewriteC, and so on), whereas the other method requires the storage of five vectors of size |G|. This storage overhead is small, especially since most of the storage is used for the restriction of X to G and the state descriptions required during the generation process.
The algorithms given in Section 4.1 to compute the failure distances require the knowledge of all minimal cuts of the structure function of the system. This adds three overheads: (1) time required to find the minimal cuts, (2) storage of minimal cuts, after minimal cuts, and corresponding access structures, and (3) (1) and (2) . These overheads could be significant when the structure function of the system has many minimal cuts (i.e., of the order of tens of thousands). An approach which is routinely used in fault-tree analysis (see, for instance, [24] ) to limit the computational requirements is to generate only minimal cuts of cardinality ≤ M . This approach can be used to reduce overheads (1) and (2) when |MC| is very large. With this partial knowledge, we can assume pessimistically for the computation of the failure distances that the system is failed for all combinations of more than M failed components and obtain a less tight bound [UA] ub , but still ≤ [UA] ′ ub . The modifications to the bounding algorithm given in Fig. 7 are simple: L and L e should be computed by ub obtained in [23] and no minimal cut has to be generated. Greater values of M give more minimal cuts and tighter upper bounds [UA] ub . Thus, we can trade off overheads associated to failure distance computations with bound tightness. As stated above, the tradeoff is only meaningful when the number of minimal cuts is large (of the order of tens of thousands). In the next section we will illustrate the dependence of the quality of the bounds on M .
Numerical Analysis
In this section we illustrate the bounding method and compare it in terms of bounds tightness with the method proposed in [23] with about 40 components and yielding state spaces with a number of states of the order of 10 10 . We start considering the large example of [23] , a distributed fault-tolerant database system, whose block diagram is given in Fig. 9 . The system includes two processor types (A and B), two sets of dual-ported controllers with two controllers per set and six disk clusters of four disks. Each set of controllers controls three clusters. Each processor type has three spares. The system is operational if at least one processor of any type is unfailed, at least one controller in each set is unfailed and at least three disks in each cluster are unfailed. A failure in the active processor A is propagated to the active processor B with probability 0.10. Processors and controllers fail at rate 1/2000, disks fail at different rates from one cluster to another. These rates are 1/6000, 1/8000, 1/10000, 1/12000, 1/14000, and 1/16000. All components can fail in two modes with equal probability. The repair rate is 1 for one mode and 0.5 for the other. Components are repaired by a single repairman who chooses components at random from the set of failed components. Unfailed components continue to fail when the system is down. The second example is a modification of the first in which the number of controllers in each set is increased to 3 and the number of disks in each cluster is increased to 5, without any other aspect being modified.
The first example will be used to illustrate the method. It has N = 36 components and 10 component types: PA (processor A), PB (processor B), C1 and C2 (controllers), and D1, D2, D3, D4, D5 and D6 (disks), where disks D1, D2 and D3 are controlled by controllers C1, and disks D4, D5 and D6 are controlled by controllers C2. The structure function of the system is:
where c[n] are atoms which evaluate to true if at least n components of type c are unfailed. Table 1 gives the minimal cuts, where c 1 [n 1 ] . . . c k [n k ] denotes the bag including n 1 components of type c 1 , . . . , and n k components of type c k . The redundancy level is L = min m∈MC |m| = 2. Table 2 gives the failure bags of the model and, for each failure bag e, its importance Imp(e), its activity Act(e), and the upper bound rate λ ub (e). FC = {1, 2} and the bounds f 1 , f 2 , and g(k) are: 
The upper bound failure rate structures f ij (k, d) of the model for F = 1 are shown in Fig. 10 , where f ij (k, d) labels an arc going from node (k, d) to node (k + i, d − j).
Our method can be transformed into the method proposed in [23] by making C(k, d) = T (k). Thus, comparison of C(k, d) with T (k) indicates the potential for improvement of our method. Table 3 gives T (k), C(k) and C(k, d) for the first example and F = 1. In this case, F + 1 = L and In other words, our method will improve significantly the method described in [23] if down states are relatively rare in the frontier of the non-generated state space U .
The iterative improvement algorithm of the bounds C(k, d) has very fast convergence. Typically, between 5 and 10 improvement steps are enough to achieve convergence in all C(k, d) values up to the seventh significant digit. As an illustration, Table 4 gives the evolution of the bounds C(2, d) for the first example and when F = 1.
We first study the impact of F on the tightness of the bounds obtained by our method. Table 5 gives the bounds obtained for the first example for several values of K, with F ranging from 0 to K. Table 6 shows the corresponding results for the second example. We can see that the tightness of the bounds improves when F is increased from 0 to 1 for the first example and from 0 to 2 for the second example, but deteriorates with further increase in F . In both cases, F = L − 1 gives the tighter bounds. This behavior is in contrast with the behavior of the method proposed in [23] , which gives bounds which always improve when F is increased and, therefore, gives tightest bounds for F = K. This behavior can be explained as follows. With F = L some of the return states are down, and the corresponding C G,s are relatively large, since the return state s is visited at least once by Y s G . The selection F = L − 1 gives C G,s which are smaller in the worst case and gives tighter upper bounds. We have however no proof that F = L − 1 is always the best option. Then, a reasonable possibility is to obtain bounds for F varying from 0 to K and keep the better bounds. The algorithm given in Fig. 7 can be modified easily to achieve this, by computing T (k) and C(k, d) and solving 5 linear systems of size |G| for each value of F . Since most of the computational effort of our method for given F is spent in generating the detailed model, the extra computational cost would be moderate. Table 7 gives the unavailability bounds obtained for the first example by the method proposed in [23] with F = K and our method for the optimum F for the two first examples and several values of K. Besides the lower and upper unavailability bounds and the unavailability band, we also show the improvement of our method, defined as the factor by which the unavailability band is reduced in relation to [23] . We also give the cardinality of the generated state space G. Our method always gives tighter bounds. The improvement factor is greater for the second example. This can be attributed to many fewer down states and greater failure distances in the frontier of G.
We next illustrate how the tightness of the bounds given by our method is degraded when only minimal cuts up to a given cardinality M are known. As pointed out in Section 5, limiting the cardinality of the minimal cuts considered reduces significantly the associated overheads when the number of minimal cuts is very large (of the order of tens of thousands). Fig. 11 plots the relative unavailability band ([UA] ub − [UA] lb )/[UA] lb achieved for the first example with K = 2 and 3, and the second example with K = 3 and 4, using the optimum F in all cases, as a function of M . We consider increasing values of M until there is no apparent degradation due to limited knowledge of minimal cuts. The band obtained with the method described in [23] corresponds to M = 0. Three regions are very clearly noticed in the curves. The first one corresponds to values 0 ≤ M ≤ K, where all non-generated states reachable from G through failure transitions have more Table 5 : Dependence of the bounds obtained by our method on F for the first example. We give, in this order, the lower unavailability bound, the upper unavailability bound, and the unavailability band.
3.2313 × 10 −6 3.3167 × 10 −6 3.3192 × 10 −6 F = 0 3.4746 × 10 −6 3.3239 × 10 −6 3.3194 × 10 −6 2.4322 × 10 −7 7.1676 × 10 −9 1.6469 × 10 than M failed components and, therefore, are assumed down. In this region an increase of M gives small improvements in the bounds. Substantial improvement in the bounds is achieved when M is increased beyond K. In this region, a substantial portion of the non-generated states reachable from G through failure transitions have failure distance > 0 and give contributions to [C U,s ] ub which are much smaller than previously. The region in which substantial improvement occurs extends typically to M = K + 2. Beyond that point, the bounds do not improve substantially. The results indicate that significant improvements over the bounds given by the method described in [23] can be obtained when M > K, and that the improvement obtained by increasing M decreases as M increases.
We also obtain results for a third example with a substantially more complex structure function than the two previous examples. The example is a fault-tolerant distributed real-time system. The architecture of the system and its configuration for a particular pattern of failed components are shown in Fig. 12 . A dual configuration of data processing units (DPUs) commands control subsystems located at remote sites. Each control subsystem comprises two redundant control units (CUs) working in hot-standby redundancy. The system can be accessed through two redundant front-ends connected to the DPUs. The DPUs and CUs communicate using a redundant local area network (LAN) to which each DPU and each CU has access through dedicated communication processors (CPs). Components fail at constant rates λ FE , λ DPU , λ CU , λ CP , and λ L . Two failed modes are considered for the DPUs: "soft" and "hard". The first mode occurs with probability α and can be Table 6 : Dependence of the bounds obtained by our method on F for the second example (we give, in this order, the lower unavailability bound, the upper unavailability bound, and the unavailability band).
4.5418 × 10 [23] with F = K with the method proposed here with optimum F for the two first examples (for each method, we give, in this order, the lower unavailability bound, the upper unavailability bound, and the unavailability band). recovered by an operator restart; the second mode occurs with probability 1 − α and requires hardware repair. Coverage is assumed perfect for all faults except those of the DPUs, which take the system down with a probability 1 − C. Lack of coverage is modeled by propagating the failure of one DPU to the other DPU. There are three repair teams. The first repairs LANs and CPs, with preemptive priority given to LANs. The second repairs FEs, CUs and DPUs in "hard" failed mode, with preemptive priority given first to DPUs, followed by FEs and then CUs. The third makes DPU restarts. Each team includes only one repairman. Failed components with the same priority are taken at random for repair. The repair rates are denoted by µ FE , µ DPUh , µ DPUs , µ CU , µ CP , and µ L . The system is operational if one unfailed DPU can communicate with at least one unfailed CU of each control subsystem. Different LANs can be used for communication between the active DPU and the active CU of each control subsystem, but the communication between each pair has to be direct, i.e. involving only one CP from each unit and one LAN. Fig. 12 illustrates the configurations which the system can adopt. Each such configuration includes an active DPU, an active CU and an active CP associated to the CU at each site. Depending on whether one or both LANs are used, the active DPU will have one or both CPs associated with it active. The front-ends can be conceptualized as instances of the same component type. However, the interconnection relationships make it mandatory to consider all other components as unique representatives of different component types. The resulting CTMC has about 4.6 × 10 11 states. We use the sets of model parameter values given in Table 8 . These sets are chosen to represent different scenarios. The values for failure and repair rates chosen for the sets a, b and c are meant to be typical, i.e. repair rate/failure rate ratios of four to five orders of magnitude. These sets only differ in the value chosen for C, the coverage to DPU failures. In set a, coverage failures are the dominant source of system failures; in set c, resource exhaustion is the dominant source; and in set b, both are important. Set d is obtained from set b by making all repairs 10 times slower; set e is obtained from set c by making failure rates 10 times slower. Table 9 gives the results obtained with the method proposed in [23] without state cloning (F = K) and our method with optimum F for the five model parameter sets considered for the faulttolerant distributed real-time example. We increase K until our method gives approximately two digits of accuracy, starting with K = 2 to have some down state in G and a lower unavailability bound > 0. We can note that in both methods the bounds are tighter as the repair rates of the model are comparatively faster in relation to the failure rates. However, comparison of the results for sets a, b and c and K = 2 shows that the improvement achieved by our method is adversely affected by an increased importance of coverage failures. These failures can introduce both short paths to down states with significantly higher probabilities than the paths associated with resource exhaustion and dominant contributions to the band which offset the clear reduction achieved by our method in the contributions to the band associated with transitions from states in G to operational states in U . Anyhow, the increased accuracy of our method is once more significant. Thus, for instance, to achieve the desired accuracy (two digits) using the method proposed in [23] , we will need K = 3 instead of K = 2 for sets b and c, and K = 4 instead of K = 3 for set d, with a significant increase in the number of detailed states (the number of detailed states is 112,050 for K = 4).
The structure function of the third example has 512 minimal cuts: 8 of cardinality 2, 48 of cardinality 3, 96 of cardinality 4 and 360 of cardinality 6. Thus, it is a good example for analyzing the overhead due to the computation of failure distances. The storage overhead is only significant when the number of minimal cuts is comparable to the number of generated states. Thus, we will concentrate on the time overhead. We profiled the code for case c, K = 3 and F = 0, taking for the parameter R of the algorithms given in Figs 5 and 6 the value 2. The bounds, including model generation, were obtained in 27.98 s in a SPARC10 workstation. There was an average of Table 9 : Comparison of the method described in [23] with F = K with the method proposed here with optimum F for the fault-tolerant distributed real-time system (for each case, we give, in this order, the lower unavailability bound, the upper unavailability bound, and the unavailability band). about 11 minimal cut touches per state in the frontier (11,289 out of 11,483 were frontier states). This is a very small number considering that the model has 512 minimal cuts and 40 failure bags (and, thus, the trivial procedure based on (17) would involve 20,480 touches per generated state), and illustrates the efficiency of the techniques described in Section 4.1. The time overhead due to failure distance computation was 13.7%, but the overhead that depends on the number of minimal cuts touched was only 0.28%. Thus, we feel that the time overhead will remain of the order of 10% even when the number of minimal cuts is much larger. Computation of all minimal cuts using the algorithm described in [7] 
In summary, under the condition 
